DNA responds to small changes in force and torque by over-or under-twisting, forming plectonemes, and/or melting bubbles. ough transitions between either twisted and plectonemic conformations or twisted and melted conformations have been described as rst order phase transitions, we report here a broadening of these transitions when the size of a topological domain spans several kilobase pairs. Magnetic tweezers measurements indicate the coexistence of three conformations at sub-pN force and linking number densities around -. . We present a statistical physics model for DNA domains of several kilobase pairs by calculating the full partition function that describes this -state coexistence. Real-time analysis of short DNA tethers at constant force and torque shows discrete levels of extension, representing discontinuous changes in the size of the melting bubble, which should re ect the underlying DNA sequence. Our results provide a comprehensive picture of the structure of under-wound DNA at low force and torque and could have important consequences for various biological processes, in particular those that depend on local DNA melting, such as the initiation of replication and transcription.
. Introduction
In vivo, DNA is maintained in a negatively supercoiled state in small topological domains of several kilobase pairs (kbps) [ , ] . is supercoiling forms the driving force for DNA compaction into chromosomes and has been implicated in regulating all processes involving DNA [ ]. Access to DNA by polymerases, for example, requires melting of a small amount of DNA and may be a rate limiting step in the initiation of transcription and replication [ ]. e processive motion of these polymerases in topologically xed domains can lead to accumulation of force and torque which has been suggested to play an important role in DNA homeostasis [ -] . It is therefore important to understand how force and torque a ect the conformation of DNA.
Using force spectroscopy techniques such as magnetic and optical tweezers, it is possible to control both the force and the torque on single DNA molecules [ -] . Seminal work by Strick and coworkers showed that under-and over-twisting of DNA leads to plectonemic structures, i.e. supercoils, at stretching forces below . pN [ ]. Above . pN and negative torque, small dAdT rich regions of double-stranded(ds)DNA melt and form single-stranded (ss)DNA bubbles [ , ] . At higher force (F > . pN) and larger negative torque (Γ < − pN nm), a le -handed structure L-DNA [ ] forms.
Large positive torque and force, on the other hand, induce a highly over-twisted state called P-DNA [ ].
us, a rich variation of conformations accommodates physical stress and torque in DNA.
Statistical mechanics has been successfully employed to describe these remarkable features of DNA [ , ] . In these reports, the DNA tether is assumed to be long enough to neglect thermal uctuations between di erent conformations. For a DNA tether with a nite number of base pairs (i.e. several kbps) held at low forces (F < . pN) and moderate linking number densities ( σ < . ), representing physiologically relevant conditions [ ], coexistence of three states has been suggested [ ]. However, detailed analysis of the extension of short DNA molecules in this low force and torque range is lacking.
In the current article, we provide an extended experimental data set and introduce a numerical -state model that shows the coexistence of three states in the same topological domain. We performed magnetic tweezers experiments on DNA molecules of several kbps and measured twist-extension curves in real time. is resolved simultaneously the rather large uctuations in extension due to the presence of di erent states,
. Materials and methods and revealed a discontinuous change in the size of the melting bubbles that we attribute to di erences in DNA sequence. ough we do not explicitly take the DNA sequence into account in our statistical physics model, there are indications that suggest that the phase-diagram can be a ected by it. Together, these ndings provide a quantitative understanding of DNA melting in small topological domains at forces and degrees of supercoiling that are representative for the conditions that occur in the living cell.
. Materials and methods . . Magnetic tweezers e home-built magnetic tweezers has been described by Kruithof et al [ ] . During an experiment, a DNA molecule was constrained between the end of a superparamagnetic bead with diameter of µm and the surface of a microscope coverslip. Twist was induced by rotating the magnetic eld at turn/s. e extension of DNA was measured in real time at a frame rate of Hz with a CCD camera (Pulnix TM-CL).
. . DNA constructs
Two DNA constructs were studied based on Plasmid pGem-Z ( kb) and Puc with repeats of the sequence ( . kb) (A gi from D. Rhodes, Singapore). Both plasmids were digested with BsaI and BseYI yielding linear fragments of and bp respectively with corresponding sticky ends on either side. Digoxigenin and biotinlabeled handles were produced with PCR using biotin-dUTP and digoxigen-dUTP on the pGem-Z template using the following primers: ' GAT AAA TCT GGA GCC GGT GA ' and ' CTC CAA GCT GGG CTG TGT ' . A er PCR ampli cation, these fragments were digested with BsaI and BseYI and ligated to the previously digested DNA backbone.
. . Sample preparation
A clean cover slip was coated with polystyrene-tuolene solution. e coverslip was then mounted on a poly-di-methysiloxane (PDMS, Dow Corning) ow cell containing a × × . mm ow channel. e ow cell was incubated with µg/ml anti-digoxigenin for hours and BSA (w/v) solution overnight. ng/ml DNA in mM He pes pH . , mM KAc and mM NaN was ushed into the ow cell and incubated for minutes, followed by ushing in µm diameter streptavidin-coated superparamagnetic microspheres (MyOne, Invitrogen) in the same bu er a er minutes.
.
Results
We consider a DNA molecule consisting of N base pairs. When DNA is torsionally unconstrained, the linking number Lk equals helical turn per . bp [ ]. In the case of a torsionally constrained molecule, torque builds up as one end of the molecule is twisted ∆Lk turns. is change in twist can be expressed in the linking number density, σ ≡ ∆Lk Lk . Here, we will examine the situation where three states, i.e. twisted (t), plectonemic (p), and melted (m) DNA occur simultaneously in the same molecule ( Fig. . ). In this model, the base pairs in the molecule are divided amongst these three states:
where n i (i = t, p, m) is the number of base pairs in each state. e excess linking number is conserved and distributed amongst these three states:
e linking number density in the entire domain can thus be written as:
in which σ i (i = t, p, m) is de ned as the linking number density in each state (σ i = ∆Lki ni . ). e total free energy G equals the sum of the free energy in each state following:
in which G i represents the free energy per base pair in state i. In general, G i can depend . Results on both the force and linking number density [ , ] :
where g i (F) is the stretching free energy and c i (F) is the force dependent twist modulus. For the twisted and melted state, the stretching free energy is described by a wormlike chain [ ], whereas stretching of plectonemic DNA is force independent because it has zero extension. σ , i is the degree of twist in each state in absence of torque. ε i is the melting energy for base pair separation, which is zero for twisted and plectonemic DNA. ough the melting energy is sequence dependent, we will assume an average value of . as a single topological domain of several kbps, allowing for a population of additional states that would remain unobserved in the thermodynamic limit. An analytical solution for such a three-state system has not been reported. Because of the nite number of states we can numerically calculate the full partition function, using Equations . , . and . . e probability to be in a conformation de ned by n t , n p , σ t and σ p equals:
with the partition function:
Using Equation . the extension z of a DNA molecule with contour length L in a state comprising n t stretched base pairs and n m melted base pairs can be written as :
Combining Equations . and . yields for the expected extension:
Chapter -ree states of DNA
e mean value and variance of all other parameters that describe the conformation of the molecule are calculated likewise. Figure . : Schematic illustration of the conformational changes of a DNA molecule in a magnetic tweezers set up (not to scale). A DNA molecule is tethered between a superparamagnetic bead and a glass surface. Force and torque on the DNA molecule is applied by an external pair of magnets (not shown) to the bead. Here, we consider the coexistence of three states: twisted, plectonemic, and melted DNA.
. .
-state coexistence
We used magnetic tweezers to control the force and twist exerted on a single DNA molecule ( Fig. . ). Brie y, the experimental setup consists of a DNA molecule that is anchored between a glass surface and a superparamagnetic bead. e position and the rotation of a pair of external magnets determines the force and twist applied to the Note that the model appears to underestimate extension of the DNA at very small extensions. is is caused by excluded volume forces that originate from the impossibility for the DNA and the bead to penetrate the glass surface [ ]. We did not correct for this, leading to an underestimation of the e ective force for short exible tethers.
Barring these deviations at very small extensions, we conclude that under conditions that resemble physiological salt concentrations, the -state model quantitatively captures experimental twist-extension curves of small topological domains at moderate forces and linking number densities.
. . Phase diagram
To summarize the distribution of base pairs in the -state model, we computed a phase . Results Figure . : e force-linking number density phase diagram of a . kbps DNA molecule. Gradual transitions occur between twisted (t), plectonememic (p), and melted (m) DNA. e fraction of base pairs in t, p, and m were used for the blue, green, and red hues. e fraction of melted bps was multiplied by in all regions to optimize the contrast. e white region represents the -state coexistence phase. distribution of two states: twisted and plectonemic DNA (cyan), twisted and melted DNA (pink), and plectonemic and melted DNA (yellow). ese features, representing two-state conformations, follow previously reported phase diagrams [ , , ] . e phase diagram also shows a phase, rather than a single triple point [ ], where the three states coexist (white). is phase is a direct consequence of the small size of the topological domain, which invalidates the thermodynamic limit assumption and exposes states that are usually obscured in large systems. e phase diagram for . kbps and . kbps DNA (Fig. S ) reproduces the same trend, but the -state coexistence regime shrinks when the tether length increases. For . kbps DNA we observe only a narrow line at F = . pN. Because of the large di erence in linking number be-tween melted DNA and dsDNA, a small melting bubble is more e cient in relieving torsional stress than twisted or pelectonemic DNA. In larger tethers such a small bubble represents a smaller fraction of the total DNA size, reducing the size of the coexistence phase.
To better understand the -state coexistence, we looked into more details that can be calculated with the statistical mechanics model. Fig. . A shows and σ tot > − . (with a small interruption at σ tot = ). Under these conditions the slope represents the twist sti ness of plectonemic DNA. At larger forces and small twist densities, DNA is predominantly twisted, yielding a larger slope because of the larger twist persistence length of twisted DNA. When multiple states coexist, an increase of torsional stress is accommodated by a redistribution of the states rather than increasing the twist in either of the states. us for mixed conformations the torque stays constant but the distribution of bps between states is shi ed (Fig. . A) . Remarkably, the negative torque reaches a minimum value of − pN nm for all forces probed. is torque corresponds to a free energy of . k B T, which is just su cient to melt and twist an additional basepair. us the maximum torque for negatively twisted DNA is limited. As a consequence, the linking number density in the plectonemic state, which comprises . Results We noted that the shape of the twist-extension curves is salt-dependent ( Fig. S ) .
Increasing the ionic strength from mM to mM KAc shi s the twist-extension curves to smaller extensions for under-twisting. is is consistent with the well-known increase of the melting energy for DNA at higher salt concentrations [ ], as also ob- ough in principle it should be straightforward to extend the current -state model with a sequence dependent melting energy, such calculations will require large computational e ects, even for small molecules. It is important to note that this sequence heterogeneity can have a signi cant e ect on the phase diagram. We expect that small melting bubbles will preferably be formed in AT rich regions, but as the force increases such AT-rich regions will expand into GC-rich parts at their boundaries. We modeled this increased contribution of GC base pairs by increasing the melting energy in a linear fashion from . to . k B T for forces between . and . pN. For F = . pN, the e discrete levels are attributed to approximately bps of plectonemic DNA transferring back and forth into bps twisted and bps melted DNA. adjusted twist extension curves show a small increase in extension at negative twist ( Fig. . , gray dashed line) , yielding a better agreement with the experimental data ( Fig. S A, dashed lines . kbps DNA). e resulting phase diagram is globally similar to that presented in Fig. . , but displays a larger area in which the three states coexist (Fig. S ) .
us, though the sequence dependence of melting bubbles is not included explicitly in our model, the data give clear indications that there is a signi cant e ect of sequence heterogeneity, resulting in both discrete, bp steps in the size of the melting bubble and in a larger area in which the three states coexist.
Discussion and conclusions
We described the coexistence of twisted, plectonemic, and melted DNA in small topo- is may be due to the force that is applied in the magnetic tweezers, which is absent in FCS.
Moreover, the melting bubbles described here may be larger than those captured in the FCS experiments. We cannot exclude the presence of very short-lived states, because of the limited response time of the bead-tether mechanics. e simulations are amendable for further re nements. In addition to introducing a sequence dependent melting energy, which may resolve the discrete levels of extension, one can include an entropic penalty for the formation of a melting bubble [ ].
Similarly, a penalty may be included for the formation of a DNA buckle [ -] . Without such penalties we do not discriminate between single or multiple domains within one DNA molecule. More advanced modeling of overtwisted DNA, which includes electrostatic interactions between DNA segments, suggests that the formation of multiple plectonemes or melting bubbles in the same topological domain may have a signi cant e ect on twist-extension curves [ ]. However, experiments show that small molecules at moderate force and torque only feature single domains of bubbles and plectonemes [ , ] . ough this indicates that the free energy for formation of a new domain exceeds that of the free energy increase per base pair, it may be relatively small compared to the total free energy of the entire domain. erefore Equation . will be adequate for describing the di erent conformations of a small DNA tether.
In summary, our work resolved and quantitatively described the coexistence of three di erent states in DNA. is new insight may have implications for the interaction mechanism of proteins that interact with DNA in torsionally constraint domains, such as topoisomerases, transcription factors, histones and DNA based molecular motors such as DNA and RNA polymerases and chromatin remodellers.
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where i denotes the twisted (t), plectonemic (p), or melted (m) state. e values of the individual parameters are shown in Table S : . . Torque calculation e torque was calculated separately for each state. e torque is de ned as
e mean torque is calculated as:
. . Fluctuations in extension
In Fig. S A, we plot the calculated standard deviations (SD) in the extension of a . kbps DNA molecule from experimental and modeled data (colored and dashed lines, respectively) as a function of the force applied at di erent linking number densities. Transitions between states are not the only cause of uctuations in the experimental twist-extension curves. ermal uctuations due to the low sti ness of the tether also contribute. Such thermal noise was not included in Fig. . A. e magnitude of these uctuations can be calculated using the equipartition theorem:
where k z equals ∂F ∂z . In the case of a worm-like chain[ ]:
).
( . )
In Fig shows however a similar trend. (B) Constant force measurement of a . kbps DNA molecule at σ tot = + . . e red data is the points median ltered data which do not reveal discrete steps as observed for negative linking number densities (Fig. . ) . Histograms of the extension are shown on the right side of time traces (black and red bars). e raw data histogram is well t by a Gaussian (red solid lines). . e red solid line represents the frame rate of the CCD camera used. e shadowed region denotes the dynamics which cannot be resolved in this experiment.
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